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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Alopecia areata after ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine
(Oxford/AstraZeneca): a potential triggering factor?
Dear Editor,

with self-antigens, possibly leading to autoimmune diseases. Current

Many dermatologists have been occupied with recording cutaneous

data describe SARS-CoV-2 to be an additional virus that has molecu-

associations with SARS-CoV-2 infection, and there are some reports

lar mimicry with humans.3

about cutaneous side effects of its vaccines.1 Only a few reports
described a possible association between AA and COVID-19. 2

Mechanism of action of the ChAdOx1 nCov-19 vaccine includes
a modified version of a chimpanzee adenovirus, known as ChAdOx1

Here, we report a case of recurrent alopecia areata (AA), in a

that has the ability to insert artificial DNA into human cells. The ob-

middle-aged female patient, shortly after the ChAdOx1 nCoV-

jective is to generate the synthesis of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein by

19 vaccine (Oxford/AstraZeneca), after a long period of disease

the host cells, which will lead to activation of immune cells.4 The ex-

stability.

istence of molecular mimicry between the vaccine-induced proteins
of SARS-CoV-2 and human components might give rise to potential
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side effects by production of pathological autoantibodies. This may

C A S E PR E S E NTATI O N

results in vaccine-induced autoimmunity especially in the presence
of genetic disposition in a similar mechanism to the vaccine-induced

In June 2021, a 32-year-old female patient attended our outpatient

thrombotic thrombocytopenia (Figure 2).3

clinic with a complaint of a hairless patch involving the scalp that

Up to our knowledge, this is the first case of AA reported after

suddenly appeared 2 days ago. According to the history, the patient

COVID-19 vaccination; however, it is not the first case described

was vaccinated against SARS-CoV2 few days before the appearance

after vaccination. In 2016, Chu et al.5 reported a case of recurrent

of the lesion, and the patient did not complain of any associated sys-

AA after vaccination. The first episode occurred at age 27 months,

temic symptoms. She reported no other underlying diseases except

approximately 1 week after the third dose of Japanese encephalitis

for a previous controlled mild attack of AA followed by disease sta-

vaccine, followed by complete regrowth in 6 months. The second

bility for 6 years. She also reported a pervious COVID attack one

episode developed within 3 days after the third dose of influenza

year ago. No family history for AA was present or history of any

vaccine at age 36 months as a recurrence of progressive hair loss.

drug intake.

Similarly, Wise et al.6 reported 60 cases of alopecia areata after im-

Physical examination revealed a sharply demarcated patchy hair
loss on the scalp without any scarring or scaling. General examination
revealed no other associated cutaneous or systemic abnormalities.

munization with zoster vaccination or quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccination.
Autoimmune/ inflammatory syndrome induced by adjuvants

KOH examination was negative for fungal infection. Our pro-

(ASIA) is a syndrome that has been introduced, as multiple vaccines

visional diagnosis was AA. Trichoscopic examination showed black

have been claimed as potential triggers for autoimmune diseases,

dots, broken hairs, and newly growing hairs with some exclamation

mainly in genetically predisposed individuals. Adjuvants and vaccine

mark hairs (Figure 1). Laboratory investigations including liver, kid-

antigens may evoke T cell–mediated immune reactions, which may

ney, thyroid functions, anti-thyroid antibodies, and antinuclear anti-

trigger AA in genetically susceptible individuals (Figure 2).7

body (ANA) test were within normal limits.

In conclusion, ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine (Oxford/AstraZeneca)
was found to be safe and efficacious against symptomatic COVID-19
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in large randomized controlled trials, but our report suggests its

DISCUSSION

possible role in triggering AA in genetically predisposed patients
through immune-mediated mechanisms.

Molecular mimicry is a well-established mechanism that could contribute to autoimmunity associated with a wide variety of viruses.

K E Y WO R D S

The antibody-mediated response against viruses may cross-react

ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 vaccine, COVID-19, hair falling, SARS-CoV-2
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F I G U R E 1 (A) Sharply demarcated bald
patch on the scalp. (B &C) Trichoscopic
examination showing black dots (blue
circle), broken hairs (yellow asterisk),
newly growing hairs (green square), and
exclamation mark hairs (red arrows)

F I G U R E 2 Suggested mechanism of
autoimmune-mediated alopecia areata
following COVID-19 vaccine3,4,7: The
existence of molecular mimicry between
the vaccine-induced proteins of SARS-
CoV-2 and human components might
give rise to pathological autoantibodies.
Adjuvants may have a role in the
production of these autoantibodies.
(Created with BioRender.com)
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